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Abstract. OWL 2 EL is one of the tractable profiles of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) which has been standardized by the W3C. OWL 2
EL provides sufficient expressivity to model large biomedical ontologies
as well streaming traffic data. Automated generation of ontologies from
streaming data and text can lead to very large ontologies. There is a
need to develop scalable reasoning approaches which scale with the size
of the ontologies. We briefly describe our distributed reasoner, DistEL
along with our experience and lessons learned during its development.

1

Introduction

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a knowledge representation language
which has been standardized by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The
current version, OWL 2, introduced three tractable profiles: OWL 2 EL, OWL
2 QL and OWL 2 RL [6]. They vary in the modeling features that they offer.
Several large biomedical ontologies are in OWL 2 EL. Apart from biomedical domain, the expressivity offered by OWL 2 EL is sufficient to model streaming data
traffic sensors [4] where automated generation of axioms is possible. Generating
axioms automatically from sensors and text [2] can lead to very large ontologies.
A reasoner infers logical consequences from the axioms of an ontology. As the
ontologies grow in size, reasoners should also be able to scale correspondingly.
This is not possible for existing reasoners since they are limited by the memory
and computational resources on a single machine.
The software described in this paper, DistEL, is a distributed reasoner that
can scale up to large ontologies. Source code of DistEL is available at https:
//github.com/raghavam/DistEL. DistEL in particular supports the reasoning
task called classification which is the computation of complete subsumption
hierarchy involving all the concepts in the ontology. It follows the peer-to-peer
implementation model and works on ontologies in EL+ which is the underlying
description logic fragment of OWL 2 EL. More details are in [8] and some of the
other approaches we tried for distributed reasoning are mentioned in [7]. DistEL
is built using Java and a key-value store called Redis1 . Two processes run on
each node of the cluster: a Java reasoning process and a Redis database server
process. The Java process can read from and write to the database on other
1
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nodes as well. The Java process on all the nodes work co-operatively to achieve
the common goal of reasoning over the axioms which are distributed over the
cluster.

2

Software Usage

DistEL can be used to classify any EL+ ontology, but is effective on very large
ontologies where the number of axioms are in the millions and more. Detailed
instructions are given at https://github.com/raghavam/DistEL. Linux shell
scripts are provided and can be used to run the steps described briefly here.
1. Enable passwordless ssh to all the machines in the cluster.
2. Specify the cluster information in the configuration file.
3. Normalize the ontology if not already normalized and load the axioms into
the database present on each node of the cluster.
4. Classify the loaded ontology. Depending on the ontology, it takes several
iterations to classify it. Final results are collected in the node specified in
the configuration file.

3

Highlights

Some of the highlights during the development of DistEL in terms of features,
technologies, optimizations and the implementation effort required are described
here.
3.1

Database

Classification algorithm consists of applying a set of rules to the axioms iteratively until no new inferences can be computed. Rules almost exclusively involve
set operations. Based on this and the distributed nature of the implementation,
following were the requirements from the database.
– Very good read and write speed. It is not the case here that there are very
less number of reads compared to writes or vice-versa. So, both read and
write speeds are important.
– Built-in set operations. If there is no built-in support, then client (Java reasoning process) should fetch the required data, perform the set operations
and write it back. This is inefficient especially if the data has to be fetched
from a non-local database.
– Transaction support. In a distributed setup, there is a possibility that several
requests can be sent to the same database by different processes. Atomicity
of some operations is also required.
– Random reads
– Server-side scripting. Operations on large data is efficient if done at the
server-side rather than fetching the data to the client side.
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– Batch processing. Network round-trip time on each message/request can be
avoided if several operations can be batched together.
– Scalability. As the data grows, the reads and writes should scale accordingly.
– Good documentation and community support.
– Support for Java. Since rest of the application is in Java, a good Java interface
to the database is needed.
An in-memory key-value store provides excellent read/write speed. Among
the options available, Redis has support for all the mentioned requirements. It
is a single thread server that supports set operations, sharding and Lua2 scripts
for server-side scripting.
3.2

Barrier Synchronization

Computing classification is an iterative process and at the end of each iteration,
a check is made to determine whether any new inferences have been derived
in this iteration. If there are no new additions, process is terminated. But in
a distributed setup, checking for termination condition is not straightforward
because reasoning process on each node of the cluster needs to know whether
any of the reasoning processes on other nodes have derived any new inference.
If a new inference has been derived, only in that case will a reasoning process
go to the next iteration. Note that, this requires each process to wait for all
the other processes to complete their current iteration. This is achieved through
barrier synchronization [1] where a software barrier is placed at a certain point.
A process that reached this barrier stops and cannot proceed until all the other
processes reach the barrier.
Barrier synchronization in DistEL is implemented using a combination of
status message broadcast by each reasoning process to all others and the blocking
wait feature of Redis. A status message is a simple UPDATE/NO-UPDATE
indicating whether a new inference has been derived or not by a specific process.
Each process can be made to block until it receives status messages from the
reasoning process on all the other nodes.
3.3

Work Stealing

When a process reaches the barrier, instead of waiting, it can help other busy
processes. The idle process steals a fixed set of axioms from the busy process
[5]. This leads to better (dynamic) load balancing and utilization of resources.
Axioms on each node are divided into fixed number of pieces called chunks.
The reasoning process on each node works on one chunk at a time. The idle
processes steal one chunk from the most busy process and works on it. After a
chunk has been processed, it looks for another chunk that can be stolen from a
busy process.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no freely usable distributed work
stealing Java library. So we implemented work stealing in DistEL using Lua
2
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scripting and Java. The idle process runs a script against the database of the
busy process. The script first checks if there are any chunks available for stealing,
and if they are, it adjusts the chunk counter on the busy process and retrieves
the chunk for local processing. Note that this script should be run atomically
and Redis ensures the atomicity of Lua scripts. After the idle process gets the
chunk, it should temporarily implement the same functionality as that of the
busy process since the data obtained corresponds to the busy process. After
processing this chunk, the idle process looks for another chunk and steals it.
This continues until no chunks are available on any of the database processes.

4

Lessons Learned

We briefly describe our experience and lessons learned during the development
of DistEL.
– In a distributed system, debugging synchronization and timing issues (race
conditions) is hard since it makes the results non-deterministic. Each run
would give a different result. While debugging, it is best to consider the
smallest available dataset as input. This should be small enough to hand
trace the output and possible steps taken during execution. In this case,
timing issues can be traced since we already know the order.
– We could not find any unit testing frameworks that can simulate a distributed setup involving a key-value store. Due to this, more time was spent
on debugging than on coding. Reasoning related errors can be debugged using the explanation (justification) feature [3] of reasoners such as Pellet3 .
When the expected subsumption relation is given to Pellet and asked for an
explanation, it retrieves a set of axioms from the given ontology using which
the expected subsumption relation can be inferred. These axioms would be
very small in number compared to the total axioms in the ontology. An ontology can be made out of these axioms and should be given as input to
our reasoner implementation. This is the smallest sample that produces the
reasoning error.
– Standard development practices such as commenting the code, using an IDE
(Eclipse), version control system (Github), logging and a build tool (Ant)
are extremely useful.
– Java is verbose. Lot of biolerplate code needs to be written to implement even
a small functionality. Excluding comments and blank lines, our codebase on
Github currently has 11,312 lines of code.
– Tools such as pssh4 are very useful to run jobs in a distributed environment.
It not only deploys the job on each node but also collects the output from
each node.
3
4
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